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Abstract 

Within human samples, such as urine or blood, cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in the extracellular fraction is
commonly utilized as an analyte during liquid biopsy analysis. Urine, being non-invasive as a sample type,
has an obvious advantage over blood when used for liquid biopsy purposes. Despite growing interest in
cfDNA analysis in various clinical fields, especially oncology and prenatal diagnosis, few studies on sample
handling have been reported and no analytical consensus is available. Nucleated cells naturally found in
urine can release genomic DNA into urine leading to an increased DNA background during sample
processing and storage. In addition, enzymatic degradation has the potential to obscure true cfDNA levels,
given their relatively small molecular weight. Hence, urine specimens need either special treatment, e.g.
processing within a short time of collections (2-4 hours), refrigeration subsequent to collection, or
preservation using stabilizing compounds. Development of such sample stabilization solutions opens up
capability of various biomarkers present in the extracellular fraction to be used in liquid biopsy. This is of
particular concern as studies around urinary analytes for cancer diagnosis, monitoring of cancer progression
and therapeutic effect are rapidly expanding in cohort sizes and at-clinic collections are increasingly
prohibitive for recruitment, particularly for control groups. Multi-site collections and at-clinic collections are
increasingly prohibitive for large-scale recruitment and lead to variability in the time between sample
collection & downstream processing.

In this study, we have tested 3 different commercially available extraction methodologies for the
analysis of urinary cell-free DNA using first morning first void (FMFV) or first void (FV) urine collected using
standard collection cup or Colli-Pee device (Novosanis). We have also assessed various available
principles and developed novel solution for the stabilization of cell-free DNA and for the prevention of
genomic DNA leakage into the extracellular urine matrix at an ambient hold. Our research highlight the
pitfalls in current solutions and the need for standardization in processing & development of effective urine
stabilization solutions. 

 


